Pencil Rendering

- Using Pencils of various types.

1. Rough out perspective sketch.
2. Trace desired outlines onto an appropriate paper.
3. Layout the composition.
4. Add details, shade, and shadow.
Pencil Rendering
Pencil Rendering
Colored Pencil Rendering

- Using Color Pencils

1. Rough out sketch using a red pencil.

2. Apply base colors.

3. Add more as well as darker colors.

4. Outline with a black colored pencil and add details.
Pastel Color Rendering

- Using Pastel or oil based color pencils

1. Rough in a sketch and outline with a red pencil.
2. Apply desired pastel color.
3. Add more as well as darker colors.
4. Outline with black colored pencil and add details.
Pastel Color Rendering
Pen & Ink Rendering

- Using Inking Pens

1. Rough in a perspective sketch.
2. Add elements and adjust the composition.
3. Trace desired outlines onto a separate paper with pen and ink.
4. Add details, shade, and shadow.
Pen & Ink Rendering
Pen & Ink Rendering
Pen & Ink Rendering + Color

1. Rough in a sketch using a red pencil.

2. Trace desired outlines and add details onto vellum with pen and ink.
Marker or Felt Pen Rendering

- Using Sketch pens/Felt pens or Markers
Marker or Felt Pen Rendering
Marker or Felt Pen Rendering
Marker or Felt Pen Rendering
Water Color Rendering

- Using water based colors.

1. Rough in a sketch and trace over it in ink.
2. Study value with quick watercolor.
Water Color Rendering
Water Color Rendering
Tempera Rendering

- Transparent paint or Photo Paint

1. Transfer sketch onto illustration board and render sky, background, and foreground.
2. Render the building.
3. Add middleground tree and foreground detail.
4. Add entourage.
Comparing Rendering Types
Comparing Rendering Types
Comparing Rendering Types
Thank You

- Hope the examples shown were interesting and the objective of this presentation i.e. is to influence your creativity & generate interest in graphics, was achieved.